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INTRODUCTION

This issue of the *Index to NASA News Releases* contains a listing of news releases distributed by the Office of Public Affairs, NASA Headquarters, during 1995. This index supplements the previous issues that were identified as *Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches 1963-1966*, and the supplements for 1967 through 1994.

The index is arranged in six sections—Subject Index, Personal Names Index, News Release Number Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches (see notes below), and News Releases.

Section 1, Subject Index, contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the contents of the items indexed. Under each heading the user will find applicable references to news releases and speeches containing information on that subject entry and, in many cases, cross-references to related subject headings. Each entry contains the title, accession number, news release number, and reference section, such as 06 for Section 6, News Releases.

Two types of cross-references are used:
- S for ‘SEE’ directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found—
  
  **COMSAT**
  
  S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.

- SA for ‘SEE ALSO’ directs the user to related subject headings where additional references may be found—

  **COMMUNICATION SATELLITES**
  
  SA TELESAT SATELLITES

Section 2, Personal Names Index, contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify the persons mentioned in the indexed items. Each entry contains the title, accession number, news release number, and the reference section.

Section 3, News Release Number Index, lists all numbered NASA News Releases arranged in news release number order, with the corresponding accession and reference numbers.

Section 4, Accession Number Index, lists all items indexed in this publication arranged in accession number order. Each entry contains the reference section and the corresponding news release number.

Section 5, Speeches. Listing of speeches has been discontinued.

Section 6, News Releases, lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts, and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number order. Each news release reference contains the title, date of release, news release number, if any, and other reference information.

Copies of documents listed in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the NASA Center for AeroSpace Information (CASI), 800 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934. Requests for copies of the index itself should also be addressed to CASI via letter, e-mail (help@sti.nasa.gov), fax (301-621-0134), or telephone (301-621-0390).
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Typical Subject Index Listing

**SUBJECT INDEX**

INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES 1995

MAY 1996

A

ACCIDENTS
S EXPLOSIONS

ADVAN. SAT. FOR COSMOLOGY & ASTROPHYSICS
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
[NASA RELEASE-95-208] P95-10208 06

ADVANCED CONCEPTS RESEARCH PROJECTS
‘WORLD-CLASS’ ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS SOLICITED
[NASA RELEASE-95-165] P95-10165 06

ADVANCED GEN. AVIATION TRANS. EXPER.
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-128] P95-10128 06

ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF X-32
[NASA RELEASE-95-4] P95-10004 06

ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
[NASA RELEASE-95-60] P95-10060 06

ADVANCED STOVOL AIRCRAFT
S STOVOL AIRCRAFT

ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
S X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY

AERODYNAMIC TEST RANGE
S EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.

AERODYNAMICS
SA SUPERSONICS

‘WORLD-CLASS’ ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS SOLICITED
[NASA RELEASE-95-165] P95-10165 06

NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH AIRPLANE CONCEPT
[NASA RELEASE-95-184] P95-10184 06

HISTORIC NASA WIND TUNNEL IS RETIRED
[NASA RELEASE-95-194] P95-10194 06

AEROCOMBUSTOR, INC., MONROVIA, CA.
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN NASA TEST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-214] P95-10214 06

AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH
NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES AT OSI-KOSH ‘95
[NASA RELEASE-95-119] P95-10119 06

AERONAUTICS
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STRR PHASE II SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-214] P95-10214 06

AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOBIOLOGICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

AEROENVIRONMENT, INC., PASADENA, CALIF.
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN NASA TEST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-152] P95-10152 06

AGATE
S ADVANCED GEN. AVIATION TRANS. EXPER.

AGENCY-WIDE DISTRIBUTION ENVIRONMENT
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154] P95-10154 06

AGENZIA SPAZIALE ITALIANA
S ITALIAN SPACE AGENCY

AGREEMENTS
SA INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1] P95-10001 06

NASA SIGNS LEASE/BUYOUT Pact FOR CLEAR LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-6] P95-10006 06

NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS LESS, FLIES EARLIER
[NASA RELEASE-95-33] P95-10033 06

X-35 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
[NASA RELEASE-95-38] P95-10038 06

COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
[NASA RELEASE-95-40] P95-10040 06

NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-51] P95-10051 06

NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-62] P95-10062 06

AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY SATELLITE PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-62] P95-10062 06

NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-95-134] P95-10134 06

NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT SERVICES AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-180] P95-10180 06

AIR FLOW
S JET STREAM

AIR FORCE, U.S.
SA CAPE CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, FLA.
SA VANDENBERG AFB, CALIF.

NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF X-32
[NASA RELEASE-95-4] P95-10004 06

NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT SERVICES AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-180] P95-10180 06

ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-203] P95-10203 06

AIR POLLUTION
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD LAUNCHED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-68] P95-10068 06

NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST NOZZLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-69] P95-10069 06

SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE, AIRCRAFT STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-176] P95-10176 06

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SA TERMINAL RADAR APPROACH CONTROL

NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT NEW AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-68] P95-10068 06

NASA/FDA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-198] P95-10198 06

AIRBORNE RES. ASSOCI., WESTON, MA.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STRR PHASE II SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-214] P95-10214 06

AIRBORNE RESEARCH FACILITIES
NASA ROLLS OUT NEWEST AIRBORNE RESEARCH FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-79] P95-10079 06

AIRBORNE TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPER
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR CLIMATE STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-67] P95-10067 06

AIRCRAFT
S B-52 AIRCRAFT
S C-130 AIRCRAFT
S CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
S DC-8 AIRCRAFT
S DC-9 AIRCRAFT
S ER-2 AIRCRAFT
S F-16 AIRCRAFT
S F-18 AIRCRAFT
S JET STREAM
S SAFETY AIRCRAFT
S JET STREAM
S HIGH SPEED TRANSPORT
S MD-11 AIRCRAFT
S MD-90 AIRCRAFT
S SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
S SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
S AIRPLANE CONCEPT
S STOVOL AIRCRAFT
S X-32 AIRCRAFT

A-1
CANADIAN SPACE AGENCY
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995 ASTRONAVIGATION CLASS [NASA RELEASE-95-3] P95-10003 06
COMMERCIAL PILOT ROUND OUT 575-78 CREW [NASA RELEASE-95-173] P95-10173 06

CAPE CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, FLA.
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO LAUNCH SITE [NASA RELEASE-95-80] P95-10080 06

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA
S KENNEDY, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA

CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON MONOXIDE [NASA RELEASE-95-218] P95-10218 06

CARBON MONOXIDE
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON MONOXIDE [NASA RELEASE-95-218] P95-10218 06

CASSINI HUYGENS PROBE S HUYGENS PROBE

CASSINI MISSION
SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU DON'T [NASA RELEASE-95-72] P95-10072 06
EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO NASA [NASA RELEASE-95-118] P95-10118 06

CATHALYSIS
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON MONOXIDE [NASA RELEASE-95-218] P95-10218 06

CCD S CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE

CELLS
S FUEL CELLS S PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS

CENTER FOR SPACE MICROELECTRONICS TECH.
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE SIZE OF A CHIP [NASA RELEASE-95-98] P95-10098 06

CENTER/TRACON AUTOMATION SYSTEM
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT NEW AIRPORT [NASA RELEASE-95-66] P95-10066 06

CENTER/TRACON AUTOMATION SYSTEM /CTAS/ NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT [NASA RELEASE-95-198] P95-10198 06

CENTRE NATL. D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FRANCE
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993 [NASA RELEASE-95-7] P95-10007 06
Nasa and CNES SELECT SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER [NASA RELEASE-95-198] P95-10198 06

CHAMPOLLION/COMET LANDER/ NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER [NASA RELEASE-95-198] P95-10198 06

CHARGED COUPLED DEVICE
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE SIZE OF A CHIP [NASA RELEASE-95-98] P95-10098 06

CHECKOUT
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS ARRIVE IN FLORIDA [NASA RELEASE-95-66] P95-10066 06

CHEMICAL REACTIONS
S OXIDATION

CHEMICAL SYSTEMS FOR SPACE POWER S FUEL CELLS

CHICAGO, ILL.
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN AGREEMENT [NASA RELEASE-95-51] P95-10051 06
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF "TECH 2005" CONFERENCE IN CHICAGO [NASA RELEASE-95-177] P95-10177 06

CISLUNAR AEROSPACE, INC., VALLEJO, CA.
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET EDUCATION PROJECTS [NASA RELEASE-95-113] P95-10113 06

CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY INFORMATION NETWORK [NASA RELEASE-95-106] P95-10106 06

CITY UNIV. OF NEW YORK
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY UNIVERSITIES [NASA RELEASE-95-70] P95-10070 06

CLARK-ATLANTA UNIV., GA.
YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY [NASA RELEASE-95-213] P95-10213 06

CLEAR LAKE, TEX.
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY [NASA RELEASE-95-6] P95-10006 06

CLIMATE
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING PLANETS [NASA RELEASE-95-31] P95-10031 06
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE QUESTION [NASA RELEASE-95-43] P95-10043 06

CLIMATE CHANGE
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993 [NASA RELEASE-95-7] P95-10007 06
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE QUESTION [NASA RELEASE-95-43] P95-10043 06
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR CLIMATE STUDIES [NASA RELEASE-95-67] P95-10067 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED A YEAR IN ADVANCE [NASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10159 06

CLIMATOLOGY
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE QUESTION [NASA RELEASE-95-43] P95-10043 06
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR CLIMATE STUDIES [NASA RELEASE-95-67] P95-10067 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISSION [NASA RELEASE-95-146] P95-10146 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED A YEAR IN ADVANCE [NASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10159 06
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT [NASA RELEASE-95-197] P95-10197 06

CLOUDS
SA HYDROGEN CLOUDS S MAGELLANIC CLOUDS
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE QUESTION [NASA RELEASE-95-43] P95-10043 06
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA SATELLITE BEFORE REACHING EARTH [NASA RELEASE-95-202] P95-10202 06

CNSR /FRANCE/
S CENTRE NATL. D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FRANCE

CNES /FRANCE/ CNES /FRANCE/

CONCORDIA AIRCRAFT
SUPersonic AIRCRAFT EXHAUST MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE, AIRCRAFT STUDIES [NASA RELEASE-95-171] P95-10171 06

CONESTOGA LAUNCH VEHICLES
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL RECOVERY EXPERIMENTS [NASA RELEASE-95-44] P95-10044 06

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD [NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR LIFE MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-63] P95-10063 06

COMET /SPACE EXPERIMENT MODULE/ S COMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER /COMET/

COMET COMPOSITION
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER [NASA RELEASE-95-189] P95-10189 06

COMETS
SA HALO-BOPP COMET SA WILD-2 COMET

HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE [NASA RELEASE-95-68] P95-10068 06
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW MILLENNIUM FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-155] P95-10155 06
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER [NASA RELEASE-95-189] P95-10189 06

COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER /COMET/ NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL RECOVERY EXPERIMENTS [NASA RELEASE-95-44] P95-10044 06

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS S INTERNETS S PRIMARY INTERACTIVE NETWORK

COMMUNICATIONS S SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS WORLD-CLASS: ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS SOLOQUET [NASA RELEASE-95-165] P95-10165 06

COMPETITION NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION DESIGN COMP. [NASA RELEASE-95-107] P95-10107 06
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE SURFACE OF MARS [NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06

COMPOSITE MATERIALS SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT DELIVERY SAFER [NASA RELEASE-95-153] P95-10153 06

COMPUTER NETWORKS SA INTERNET SA INTERNET
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY INFORMATION NETWORK [NASA RELEASE-95-199] P95-10199 06

COMPUTER PROGRAMS NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT NEW AIRPORT [NASA RELEASE-95-66] P95-10066 06

COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER EXPLORING VOLCANO [NASA RELEASE-95-14] P95-10014 06
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM [NASA RELEASE-95-171] P95-10171 06

CONESTOGA LAUNCH VEHICLES
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL RECOVERY EXPERIMENTS [NASA RELEASE-95-44] P95-10044 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES AT OSHKOSH '95
[NASA RELEASE-95-119] P95-10119 06
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-128] P95-10128 06
EXPLORER PROGRAM
NASA'S RESTRICTED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
[NASA RELEASE-95-23] P95-10033 06
EXPLORER SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
S FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPIC EXPLORER
EXPANSIONS
HUMBLE PROBED THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR HYDROGEN BOMB
[NASA RELEASE-95-75] P95-10075 06
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
SA SPACE MAINTENANCE
RENDZvous WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-55] P95-10003 06
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-61] P95-10006 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10127 06
EXTREME UV RADIATION
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
F-16 AIRCRAFT
NASA GEARs UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF AERODYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-95-124] P95-10124 06
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH AIRPLANE CONCEPT
[NASA RELEASE-95-148] P95-10153 06
F-18 AIRCRAFT
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE STRAKES
[NASA RELEASE-95-175] P95-10175 06
FAA
S FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
FACILITIES
S IONIC RESEARCH TUNNEL /LERC/
S RESEARCH FACILITIES
S TEST FACILITIES
F-22 AIRCRAFT
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-22 NOSE STRAKES
[NASA RELEASE-95-206] P95-10120 06
FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPIC EXPLORER
NASA'S RESTRICTED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
[NASA RELEASE-95-33] P95-10033 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-206] P95-10120 06
FAR-INFRARED PHOTOMETER
L S INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-94] P95-10104 06
PED. LAB. CONSORTIUM FOR TECH. TRANSFER
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2001' CONFERENCE IN CHICAGO
[NASA RELEASE-95-177] P95-10177 06
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-95-91] P95-10091 06
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-107] P95-10107 06
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-128] P95-10128 06
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN COMPETITION WINNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-129] P95-10129 06
NASA/FAA FORM PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE AIR TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-95-150] P95-10150 06
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-198] P95-10198 06
FIBER OPTICS
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT DELIVERY SAFER
[NASA RELEASE-95-153] P95-10153 06
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
SA F-16 AIRCRAFT
SA F-18 AIRCRAFT
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF X-32
[NASA RELEASE-95-44] P95-10004 06
FIREFIGHTING
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-51] P95-10051 06
NASA C-130 AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCTSSDALE FIRES
[NASA RELEASE-95-116] P95-10116 06
FIRES
NASA C-130 AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCTSSDALE FIRES
[NASA RELEASE-95-116] P95-10116 06
FIRP
S FAR-INFRARED PHOTOMETER
FLIGHT CONTROL
NASA ACQUIRES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-149] P95-10149 06
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-203] P95-10203 06
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIF.
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF.
FLIGHT SAFETY
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-203] P95-10203 06
FLIGHT TESTS
NASA RECEIVES "DC-XA" ROCKET FOR DEVELOPMENT OF BLI TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-95-114] P95-10114 06
NASA GEARs UP TESTS ON THE "HOLY GRAIL" OF AERODYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-95-124] P95-10124 06
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE STRAKES
[NASA RELEASE-95-175] P95-10175 06
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH AIRPLANE CONCEPT
[NASA RELEASE-95-184] P95-10184 06
FLIGHT TRAINING
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-203] P95-10203 06
FLORIDA A. AND M. UNIV., TALLAHASSEE
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIV., MIAMI
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-70] P95-10070 06
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET EDUCATION PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-113] P95-10113 06
FLOW CONTROL
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH AIRPLANE CONCEPT
[NASA RELEASE-95-184] P95-10184 06
FLUID DYNAMICS
S AERODYNAMICS
S SUPERSONICS
FLUID MECHANICS
S AERODYNAMICS
S SUPERSONICS
FLY-IN CONVENTION & SPORT AVIATION EXHIBIT
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-107] P95-10107 06
FORCEPS
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT DELIVERY SAFER
[NASA RELEASE-95-153] P95-10153 06
FORT BELKNAP COLL, HARLEM, MT
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-48] P95-10048 06
FREQUENCY BANDS
S X-BAND
FREQUENCY MODULATION
S TELEMETRY
FUEL CELLS
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
[S AERODYNAMICS] P95-10006 06
FUEL CONSUMPTION
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH AIRPLANE CONCEPT
[NASA RELEASE-95-184] P95-10184 06
FUNCTIONAL ENERGY BLOCK
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
BOEING, KHRUNOCHV SIGN CONTRACT FOR SPACE STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-138] P95-10138 06
FUNDING
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES FINAL REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-27] P95-10027 06
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
[NASA RELEASE-95-60] P95-10060 06
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-73] P95-10073 06
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY RESEARCH CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-78] P95-10078 06
"WORLD-CLASS" ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS SOLICITED
[NASA RELEASE-95-165] P95-10165 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-174] P95-10174 06
FUSE /SATELLITE /
S FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPIC EXPLORER
FUSE /SATELLITE /
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-203] P95-10203 06
K

KANSAS STATE UNIV., MANHATTAN
NASA/FAA ANNUCCE AVIATION DESIGN COMPETITION WINNERS [NASA RELEASE-95-129] P95-10129 06

KANSAS UNIV.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCCE AVIATION DESIGN COMPETITION WINNERS [NASA RELEASE-95-129] P95-10129 06

KELVIN WAVES
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993 [NASA RELEASE-95-7] P95-10007 06

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67 [NASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
RUSSIAN DODGING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS AIRLIFTED TO FLORIDA [NASA RELEASE-95-86] P95-10086 06

KHRUNCHIEV, RUSSIA
NASA/Russian Space Agency Reach Agreement on Key Station Element [NASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
BOEING, KHRUNCHIEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR SPACE STATION ELEMENT [NASA RELEASE-95-138] P95-10138 06

KIDSAT
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE [NASA RELEASE-95-181] P95-10181 06

KNOWLEDGE BASED SYS. INC., COLL. STA., TX.

KSC
S. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA

KUIPER AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-148] P95-10148 06
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY HIGH [NASA RELEASE-95-169] P95-10169 06

KYOTO UNIV., JAPAN
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED [NASA RELEASE-95-208] P95-10208 06

L

L. B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
S. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX

LAMINAR FLOW
S. SUPERSONIC LAMINAR FLOW

LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
NASA GEAR UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF AERODYNAMICS [NASA RELEASE-95-124] P95-10124 06

LAMONT-DHORY N. GEOLOG. OBS., PALISADES, N.Y.
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED A YEAR IN ADVANCE [NASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10159 06

LANDING OPERATIONS
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT [NASA RELEASE-95-149] P95-10149 06

LANELEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE [NASA RELEASE-95-37] P95-10037 06

NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF AERODYNAMICS [NASA RELEASE-95-124] P95-10124 06

NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE STRAKES [NASA RELEASE-95-175] P95-10175 06

HISTORIC NASA WIND TUNNEL Is RETIRED [NASA RELEASE-95-194] P95-10194 06

NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON MONOXIDE [NASA RELEASE-95-218] P95-10218 06

LARC
S. LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.

LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE
S. HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE

LASERS
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-148] P95-10148 06

LAUNCH DATES

NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS LESS, FLIES EARLIER [NASA RELEASE-95-20] P95-10020 06

NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE [NASA RELEASE-95-55] P95-10055 06

NASA alters SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE [NASA RELEASE-95-59] P95-10059 06

FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD LAUNCHED BY NASA [NASA RELEASE-95-68] P95-10068 06

NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH HUMAN SPACE MISSION [NASA RELEASE-95-76] P95-10076 06

NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-71 MISSION [NASA RELEASE-95-95] P95-10095 06

EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO NASA [NASA RELEASE-95-118] P95-10118 06

NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE SHUTTLE [NASA RELEASE-95-130] P95-10130 06

NASA CHARTS Course FOR FIRST NEW MILLENIUM FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-155] P95-10155 06

U.S. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION COMPLETED [NASA RELEASE-95-161] P95-10161 06

NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE VIOLENT UNIVERSE [NASA RELEASE-95-162] P95-10162 06

U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998 MARS MISSIONS [NASA RELEASE-95-196] P95-10196 06

LAUNCH SCHEDULES
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE [NASA RELEASE-95-95] P95-10059 06

LAUNCH SITES
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO LAUNCH SITE [NASA RELEASE-95-80] P95-10080 06

NASA ROCKETS TO BE LAUNCHED IN AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK [NASA RELEASE-95-187] P95-10187 06
PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS

SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED SATELLITE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-9] P95-10009 06

NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
[NASA RELEASE-95-15] P95-10015 06

ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06

MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-63] P95-10063 06

COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-173] P95-10173 06

PAYLOADS
SA SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
SA X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY

FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD LAUNCHED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-68] P95-10068 06

NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST STUDENT PAYLOADS
[NASA RELEASE-95-144] P95-10144 06

NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-155] P95-10155 06

PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS LAUNCH VEHICLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-101] P95-10101 06

PENNSYLVANIA UNIV., PHILADELPHIA NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST STUDENT PAYLOADS
[NASA RELEASE-95-144] P95-10144 06

PERFORMANCE
S AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

PERSONNEL
S ASTRONAUTS
S EDUCATORS
S ENGINEERS
S MISSION SPECIALISTS
S PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS
S PILOTS
S SCIENTISTS
S SPACECREWS

PERSONNEL APPOINTMENTS
MOBLEY NAMED NASA CHIEF ENGINEER
[NASA RELEASE-95-22] P95-10022 06

ASTRONAUT HIEB NAMED TO JOIN ALLIANCE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-95-36] P95-10036 06

JOSEPH H. ROTHEMBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
[NASA RELEASE-95-42] P95-10042 06

HARRIS NAMED DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER (AERONAUTICS)
[NASA RELEASE-95-58] P95-10058 06

SCHUMACHER, WHITEHEAD APPOINTED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS
[NASA RELEASE-95-102] P95-10102 06

CHRISTENSEN TO HEAD NEW HEADQUARTERS OPERATIONS OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06

DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR SCIENCE INSTITUTES
[NASA RELEASE-95-110] P95-10110 06

JOSEPH H. ROTHEMBERG NAMED DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
[NASA RELEASE-95-126] P95-10126 06

HUNTTO NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR NASA SCIENCES INSTITUTE
[NASA RELEASE-95-132] P95-10132 06

SHAW TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-135] P95-10135 06

GROSS NAMED NASA INSPECTOR GENERAL
[NASA RELEASE-95-139] P95-10139 06

MULVILLE NAMED CHIEF ENGINEER
[NASA RELEASE-95-140] P95-10140 06

ASTRONAUT BAGAN JOINS EPA
[NASA RELEASE-95-142] P95-10142 06

ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED STATES
[NASA RELEASE-95-191] P95-10191 06

YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-213] P95-10213 06

PERSONNEL REDUCTION
CHRISTENSEN TO HEAD NEW HEADQUARTERS OPERATIONS OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-95-105] P95-10105 06

PERSONNEL DESIGNATIONS
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'S DIRECTOR TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-29] P95-10029 06

ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIANCE TECHNICAL SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-95-36] P95-10036 06

REIGHTHER, RICHARDS, TO LEAVE ASTRONAUT CORPS
[NASA RELEASE-95-104] P95-10104 06

SHAW TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-135] P95-10135 06

YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-213] P95-10213 06

PERSONNEL SELECTION
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995 ASTRONAUT CLASS
[NASA RELEASE-95-3] P95-10003 06

SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED SATELLITE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-9] P95-10009 06

ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEG A SAS MANAGER IN RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-25] P95-10025 06

LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY, SDENGER SELECTED FOR THIRD
[NASA RELEASE-95-39] P95-10039 06

CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-50] P95-10050 06

ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED STATES
[NASA RELEASE-95-191] P95-10191 06

PHOTOGRAPHY
S MARS PHOTOGRAPHS
S SATELLITE IMAGERY
S SATURN PHOTOGRAPHS

PHOTOMETERS
S FAR-INFRARED PHOTOGRAM

PHOTONUCLIC CELLS
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
[NASA RELEASE-95-81] P95-10008 06

PHYSICAL SCIENCES
S PHYSICS

PHYSICIANS
SPACELAB FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT DELIVERY SAFER
[NASA RELEASE-95-153] P95-10153 06

PHYSICS
SA ATOMIC GAS PHYSICS
SA GEOPHYSICS
SA SPACE PHYSICS

PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-157] P95-10157 06

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
[NASA RELEASE-95-37] P95-10037 06

PHYSIOLOGY
S GRavitATIONAL PHYSIOLOGY

PILOT TRAINING
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LAYNE VACH E Dies
[NASA RELEASE-95-166] P95-10166 06

PILOTS
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LAYNE VACH E Dies
[NASA RELEASE-95-166] P95-10166 06

PIONEER SATURN
S PIONEER 11

PIONEER SPACE PROBE
S PIONEER 11

PIONEER 11
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC CAREER
[NASA RELEASE-95-163] P95-10163 06

PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
SA JUPITER ATMOSPHERE
SA MARS ATMOSPHERE
SA NEPTUNE ATMOSPHERE
SA VENUS ATMOSPHERE

ATMOSPHERES SATURN'S RINGS NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU DON'T
[NASA RELEASE-95-72] P95-10072 06

PLANETARY EXPLORATION
S JUPITER EXPLORATION
S MARS EXPLORATION

PLANETARY MAGNETOSPHERE
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-215] P95-10215 06

PLANETARY MAPPING
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-95-29] P95-10029 06

PLANETARY RINGS
S SATURN RINGS

PLANETARY SOCIETY
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER EXPLORING VOLCANO
[NASA RELEASE-95-14] P95-10014 06

NATIONAL MARS EXPLORATION, NAMER TO LEAD FIRST MISSION TO THE SURFACE OF MARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06

PLANETARY SURFACES
S MARS SURFACE
S NEPTUNE SURFACE
S VENUS SURFACE

HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON NEPTUNE
[NASA RELEASE-95-53] P95-10053 06

PLANETS
S EARTH
S JUPITER /PLANET/
S MARS /PLANET/
S NEPTUNE /PLANET/
S SATURN /PLANET/
S VENUS /PLANET/

PLANTS /BOTANY/
STUDY SHOWS FEASIBILITY OF PLANT-BASED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-95-145] P95-10145 06

PLUMES
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE, AIRCRAFT STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-176] P95-10176 06

POLAR CAPS
S SOLAR POLAR CAPS

POLAR ORBIT
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY SATELLITE PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-82] P95-10082 06

POLAR REGIONS
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-96] P95-10096 06

POLLUTION
S AIR POLLUTION

POLLUTION CONTROL
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE, AIRCRAFT STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-176] P95-10176 06

PRAGUE VIEW A AND M UNIV., TX.
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY RESEARCH CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-78] P95-10078 06
SPACE MAINTENANCE

SPACE MAINTENANCE
SPACE WALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-81] P95-10081 06

SPACE MISSIONS
SPACE MISSIONS
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
NATIONAL AIRCRAFT COURSE FOR FIRST NEW MILLENIUM FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-155] P95-10155 06
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC CAREER
[NASA RELEASE-95-163] P95-10163 06
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-164] P95-10164 06
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR SYSTEM DEVELOPED
[NASA RELEASE-95-195] P95-10195 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998 MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-196] P95-10196 06

SPACE OBSERVATIONS /FROM EARTH/

ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
[NASA RELEASE-95-212] P95-10212 06

SPACE PHYSICS
SPACE PHYSICS
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-206] P95-10206 06

SPACE POWER
SPACE POWER
S FUEL CELLS

SPACE PROBES
SPACE PROBES
S GAULEO PROBE
S PIONEER 11

SPACE PROGRAMS
SPACE PROGRAMS
SA RESEARCH PROJECTS
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06

SPACE RADAR LABORATORY
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE IN CAMBODIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-12] P95-10012 06

SPACE SCIENCE BOARD, NAS-NRC
SPACE SCIENCE BOARD, NAS-NRC
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC CAREER
[NASA RELEASE-95-163] P95-10163 06

SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM
S STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT

SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-32] P95-10032 06
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE-95-59] P95-10059 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71] P95-10071 06

SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-6] P95-10006 06
ASTRO TElescopes MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON STS-47 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-32] P95-10032 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY, UNIVERSE SELECTED FOR THIRD MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-39] P95-10039 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE BASED ON SPECTRUM LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-95-55] P95-10055 06
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-57] P95-10057 06
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE-95-59] P95-10059 06
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-63] P95-10063 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71] P95-10071 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-81] P95-10081 06
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77 ABOARD SPACELAB
[NASA RELEASE-95-90] P95-10090 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-156] P95-10156 06
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-157] P95-10157 06
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-181] P95-10181 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS, SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
[NASA RELEASE-95-201] P95-10201 06
NASA TO PURSUE NON-COMPETITIVE SHUTTLE CONTRACT WITH U.S. ALLIANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-205] P95-10205 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06

SPACE TELESCOPE MISSIONS
SPACE TELESCOPE MISSIONS
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE-95-59] P95-10059 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-130] P95-10130 06
SHAW TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-135] P95-10135 06

SPACE TELESCOPE PAYLOADS
SPACE TELESCOPE PAYLOADS
GETAWAY SPECIALS
SA DISCOVERY
SA ENDEAVOUR
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-173] P95-10173 06

SPACE STATION ORBITERS
SPACE STATION ORBITERS
SA ATLANTIS
SA COLUMBIA
SA DISCOVERY
SA ENDEAVOUR

SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTITUTE
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTITUTE
HUBBLE TELESCOPE MINDS WATCHES NEIGHBORING Planets
[NASA RELEASE-95-31] P95-10031 06
DATA HELP INDICATE GALAXIES HAVE GIANT HALOS
[NASA RELEASE-95-41] P95-10041 06
NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT SURFACE OF VESTA
[NASA RELEASE-95-52] P95-10052 06
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR HYDROGEN-BOMBI
[NASA RELEASE-95-75] P95-10075 06
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A STELLAR BIRTH
[NASA RELEASE-95-83] P95-10083 06
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
[NASA RELEASE-95-98] P95-10098 06
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING SATURN
[NASA RELEASE-95-127] P95-10127 06

SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
NASA/FLL ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-107] P95-10107 06
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| **A**
| ABBREY, GEORGE | P95-10132 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-132] | HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR LIFE SCIENCES INSTITUTE |
| ABRAM, KINESHIA K. | P95-10085 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-85] | STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM |
| ADAMSON, JAMES C. | P95-10049 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-49] | COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD |
| AHRENS, THOMAS | P95-10189 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-189] | NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER |
| AKERS, TOLM | P95-10050 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-50] | CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS |
| ALBERTS, JEFFREY | P95-10071 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-71] | DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT |
| ALDRIN, EDWIN EUGENE, JR. | P95-10077 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-77] | SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR HISTORIC LINK-UP |
| ALFREY, CLARENCE P. | P95-10210 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-210] | NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS |
| ALLEN, ANDREW M. | P95-10009 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-9] | SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED SATELLITE MISSION |
| ALLEN, JOSEPH PERCIVAL, IV | P95-10049 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-49] | COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD |
| ALLEN, MARK G. | P95-10210 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-210] | NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS |
| ALTENKIRCH, ROBERT A. | P95-10005 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-5] | STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM |
| AMASON, LORI A. | P95-10085 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-85] | NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS |
| ANDERSEN, HANS CHRISTIAN | P95-10112 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-112] | NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE SURFACE OF MARS |
| ANDERSON, JOHN | P95-10207 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-207] | GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN |
| APT, JEROME | P95-10050 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-50] | CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS |
| ARCHULETA, NANCY | P95-10154 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-154] | NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR NAMED |
| ARMSTRONG, NEIL ALDEN | P95-10077 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-77] | SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR HISTORIC LINK-UP |
| ARNAUD, SARA | P95-10020 06 | [NASA RELEASE-95-20] | NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL INSTRUMENT |
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[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
MCCLUSKEY, WILLIAM S., JR.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
MCCLUSKEY, YVONNE
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
MCCLUSKEY, ZACHARY
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
MCCLUSKEY, ZACK
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
MCCLUSKEY, ZANDRA
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
MCCLUSKEY, ZANE
COLUMBIA COMPLET
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX

MORRISON, DAVID
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
MORRIS, ROBERT V.
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
MULVILLE, DANIEL R.
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

N

NAGEL, STEVEN R.
COLUMBIA Completes Maintenance Period
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
NAGAKIYAMA, TADASHI
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
[NASA RELEASE-95-212] P95-10212 06
NARAGHI, MANOUCHER
NASA Announces 1995 STTR PHASE I SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
NELSON, ROBERT
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
NEWMAN, JAMES H.
RENDZEVIOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
NICHOLS, JOHN
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
NICHOLSON, PHILIP
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES; COULD HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED SATellites?
[NASA RELEASE-95-172] P95-10172 06
NIEHMANN, HASSO
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
NOJOKOVA, N.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MISSIONS SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
NOVOTNY, ANNE
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-167] P95-10167 06
O'CONNOR, BRYAN D.
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES FINAL REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-27] P95-10027 06
O'NEIL, WILLIAM J.
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO JUPITER
[NASA RELEASE-95-34] P95-10034 06
GALILEO'S JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC PROBE SUCCESSFULLY RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-95-111] P95-10111 06
GALILEO ENGINE FIRING SCHEDULED; PRESS BRIEFING TO FOLLOW
[NASA RELEASE-95-122] P95-10122 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT ANOMALY BEING INVESTIGATED
[NASA RELEASE-95-182] P95-10182 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-95-188] P95-10188 06
GALILEO ON TRACK AFTER TAPE RECORDER RECOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-193] P95-10193 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-215] P95-10215 06
OEFINGER, PAUL E.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
OGILVIE, KEITH
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA Satellite Before Reaching Earth
[NASA RELEASE-95-202] P95-10202 06
OLDEN, SUSAN
RENDZEVIOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
ONAKA, TAKASHI
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-24] P95-10024 06
OPPENHEIMH, BEN
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
[NASA RELEASE-95-212] P95-10212 06
O'REY, HAZEL R.
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-157] P95-10157 06
ORNAGE, STEVEN
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-95-171] P95-10171 06
OSTROUMOV, BORIS D.
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
OSTROV, STEVEN
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MISSIONS SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
OVERSTREET, ARIEL
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE COMPETITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-64] P95-10064 06
OWEN, TOBIAS
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
OWENS, FRANK
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN EARTH SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-95-21] P95-10021 06
OVERSTREET, ARIEL
THE NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM WILL SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
P

PAULIARDO, BERNARD
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154] P95-10154 06
PAUL, DAVID
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998 MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-196] P95-10196 06
PETER, EVERETT
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
PALLADINO, PHILIP
SATELLITE MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES; COULD HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED SATellites?
[NASA RELEASE-95-172] P95-10172 06
PAPERMATTER, LINDA
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
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STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE [NASA RELEASE-95-181] P95-10181 06

RIDENOUR, REX

NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW MILLENNIUM FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-155] P95-10155 06

RIGELL, ISOM

SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES FINAL REPORT [NASA RELEASE-95-27] P95-10027 06

RILEY, DANNY

RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1996 [NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06

RIVELLINI, TOM

MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF ENGINEERING MILESTONES [NASA RELEASE-95-94] P95-10094 06

RIYKIN, ANDREW S.

HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING SATURN [NASA RELEASE-95-127] P95-10127 06

ROBERTSON, PAUL E.

NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I SELECTIONS [NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06

ROBINSON, FRANK, JR.

TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06

ROELLIG, THOMAS

U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE ASTRONOMY MISSION [NASA RELEASE-95-24] P95-10024 06

ROHATGI, DEEPTI

NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE SURFACE OF MARS [NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06

ROLLINS, DEMARIO L.

STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06

ROMAN, MONSI

SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS [NASA RELEASE-95-61] P95-10061 06

ROMINGER, KENT V.

RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06

ROSENBERGER, FRANZ

NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06

ROSS, JERRY L.

RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06

ROTHENBERG, JOSEPH H.

JOSEPH H. ROTHENBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF GODDARD [NASA RELEASE-95-42] P95-10042 06

ROSS, STANLEY J.

NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

ROUX, DAVID W.

NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

RUNCHE, MARIO, JR.

CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77 ABOARD ENDEAVOUR [NASA RELEASE-95-90] P95-10090 06

RUSSELL, CHRISTOPHER T.

MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY [NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06

GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN [NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06

RUSKOV, SAM

RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06

SALE, DANIEL M.

NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I SELECTIONS [NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06

SACGAWEA

NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE SURFACE OF MARS [NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06

SACCO, ALBERT, JR.

NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06

SAMSON, C.

U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MISSION SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

SAUER, R.

U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MISSION SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

SAUNDERS, R. STEPHEN

NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS RELEASED [NASA RELEASE-95-28] P95-10028 06

SAUR, RICHARD

DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-71] P95-10071 06

SAVINA, V.

U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MISSION SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

SEIFF, ALVIN

NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

SCHAFER, MITCHEL B.

NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

SCHARRER, J. K.

NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I SELECTIONS [NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06

SCHATTEN, HEIDE

NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

SCHIRRA, WALTER MARTY, JR.

SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR HISTORIC LINK-UP [NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06

SCHLEGEL, HANS WILLIAM

COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD [NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06

SCHMIDLIN, FRANK

FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD LAUNCHED BY NASA [NASA RELEASE-95-68] P95-10068 06

SCHREIBEIN, MARTIN P.

NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

SCHUBERT, GERALD

GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN [NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06

SCHULTZE, WINSTON E.

RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1996 [NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06

SEARFOSS, RICHARD A.

COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD [NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06

SEDA, RONALD M.

ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA [NASA RELEASE-95-25] P95-10025 06

SEIF, ALVIN

GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN [NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
SULLIVAN, KATHRYN D.
SUGIMURA, RUSSELL
STRELNITSKI, VLADIMIR
STORK, ELIZABETH JONES
STONE, ROBERT
STOOIECK, LOUIS
STERN, ROBERT
STERN, CHARLES J.
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[Image 0x0 to 610x792]

STODIECK, LOUIS
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06

TOWNES, CHARLES

TODD, PAUL
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06

THAM, ANDREW S. W.
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77 ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[NASA RELEASE-95-30] P95-10030 06

THAM, DONALD A.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06

THAIS, KEVIN
HUMAN SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATION FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
[NASA RELEASE-95-104] P95-10104 06

THIELE, NORMAN E.
RECEIVE GRANTS FOR LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-95] P95-10095 06

TIDBALL, JAMES G.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

TODACHEENE, J.
VESSEL'S TIDAL GPS NAVIGATION SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-95-173] P95-10173 06

TODD, PAUL
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06

TOKUYAMA, KAZUHIRO
RECEIVE GRANTS FOR LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-95] P95-10095 06

TODD, PAUL
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06

TOWNE, CHARLES
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-148] P95-10148 06

SUNG, KWANGJAE
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

SWANK, JEAN
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO LAUNCH SITE
[NASA RELEASE-95-80] P95-10080 06

SYNDER, AMY P.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06

SYYKOWSKI, ARTHUR J.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

SZKODY, PAULA
HUBBLE洋KES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR HYDROGEN-BOMB
[NASA RELEASE-95-75] P95-10075 06

TANNER, JOSEPH R.
SPACERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE SERVICING MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-81] P95-10081 06

TASK, K. LEE
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71] P95-10071 06

TAUR, FLOYD
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06

TAY, EE T.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06

TAYLOR, G. JEFFREY
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06

TAYLOR, GERRY
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
[NASA RELEASE-95-97] P95-10097 06

TECHEKREDA, V.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MISSION SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

THAGARDA, NORMAN E.
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-25] P95-10025 06

THAGARD, ROBERT
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-63] P95-10063 06

THOMAS, ROBERT BRENT
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-63] P95-10063 06

THOMAS, ANDREW S. W.
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77 ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[NASA RELEASE-95-30] P95-10030 06

THOMAS, DONALD A.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06

THOMPSON, DAVID J.
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE MOTIONS OF THE SUN
[NASA RELEASE-95-100] P95-10100 06

THOJ, PIETRE J.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06

THREIGHTLE, RICHARDS, THOJ LEAVE ASTRONAUT CORPS
[NASA RELEASE-95-104] P95-10104 06

TIDBALL, JAMES G.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

TING, SAMUEL C. C.
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-157] P95-10157 06

TICHLER, MARC E.
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71] P95-10071 06

TITOV, VLADIMIR GEORGEVICH
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06

TOEY, CRAIG
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

TODACHEENE, DONALD L
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06

TODD, PAUL
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06

TODD, PAUL
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

TOLBERT, CAROL
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

TOWE, BRUCE
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06

TOWNES, CHARLES
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-148] P95-10148 06
TRAFTON, WILBUR

NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION [NASA RELEASE-95-21] P95-10002 06
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY [NASA RELEASE-95-6] P95-10006 06
EXTERNAL OF SPACE STATION MODULE COMPLETED: FIRST IDR HELD [NASA RELEASE-95-45] P95-10045 06
U.S. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION COMPLETED [NASA RELEASE-95-161] P95-10151 06
TRINH, EUGENE H.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD [NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
TRULY, RICHARD HARRISON
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD [NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR HISTORIC LINK-UP [NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
TRUTH, SOJOURNER
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE SURFACE OF MARS [NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06
TSOUL, PETER
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06
TUBMAN, HARRIET
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE SURFACE OF MARS [NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06
TULL, KNOX W., JR. NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I SELECTIONS [NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
TURC, LANCE G. NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I SELECTIONS [NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
TURNER, RUSSELL T.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
TYLER, DAVID
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT HALOS [NASA RELEASE-95-41] P95-10041 06
TYSON, TONY
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE GALAXY' MYSTERY [NASA RELEASE-95-120] P95-10120 06

U

UPCHURCH, BILLY T.
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON MONOXIDE [NASA RELEASE-95-218] P95-10218 06
URBAN, DAVID
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
URBAN, EUGENE
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON STS-67 MISSION [NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
URBAN, LUCA MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-63] P95-10063 06

V

VAKHARIA, NIRAY N.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
VALENTINO, GEORGE J.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I SELECTIONS [NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
VALERO, FRANCISCO
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE QUESTION [NASA RELEASE-95-43] P95-10043 06
VALLEN, JAMES
GAULEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN [NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
VANDENBURI, HERMAN
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06
VANE, GREG
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR SYSTEM DEVELOPED [NASA RELEASE-95-195] P95-10195 06
VANWAENDER, ISABELLA NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE SURFACE OF MARS [NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06
VEACH, CHARLES LACY
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD [NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES [NASA RELEASE-95-186] P95-10186 06
VEYERA, JOSEPH
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY [NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
VIKTOROV, A.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
VOGEL, VIOLA
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
VONZAHN, ULF
GAULEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN [NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
VORONOV, A.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
VOSS-FORD, JANICE E.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
VOSS, JAMES S.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06

W

WAGNER, WILLIAM
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
WAKATA, KOICH
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06
WALKER, DAVID M.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
WALTERS, RONALD L.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
WALTHER, DICK
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
WALTER, UNICH
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD [NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
WALTER, VICTER B.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
WARDWELL, DOUGLAS
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF X-32 [NASA RELEASE-95-4] P95-10004 06
WARSHAY, MARVIN
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT TESTBED [NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
WARTERS, RAYMOND L.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
WASSERSUG, RICHARD
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-71] P95-10071 06
WAY, JOEBA
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE [NASA RELEASE-95-181] P95-10181 06
WAYMAN, BRIAN H.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-95-65] P95-10085 06
WAYNE, RANDY O.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
WEATHER, ROBERT
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06

U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE ASTRONOMY MISSION [NASA RELEASE-95-24] P95-10024 06
WILLIAMS, COLIN

WILCOTT, TERRENCE W.

WlENS, DARRELL J.

WHITSON, P.

WHITEHEAD, ROBERT E.

WHITE, EDWARD HIGGINS, II

WETHERBEE, JAMES D.

WESOKY, HOWARD

WESCOTT, GENE

WEBB, JOHN

WEBER, MARY ELLEN

RENEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-1005 06

NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE BASED ON SPEKR LAUNCH DATE [NASA RELEASE-95-55] P95-10055 06

DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACELIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-71] P95-10071 06

NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH HUMAN SPACE MISSION [NASA RELEASE-95-76] P95-10076 06

WEDMAN, DANIEL

ASTRO 2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM [NASA RELEASE-95-67] P95-10067 06

WEIDERER, VALERIE S.

STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06

WELDREN, CHARLES A.

NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

WESKOFF, GENE

SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE U.S. FOR FIRST TIME [NASA RELEASE-95-84] P95-10084 06

WEITZ, HOWARD

SUPERSOON AIRCRAFT EXHAUST MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE AIRCRAFT STUDIES [NASA RELEASE-95-176] P95-10176 06

WETHERBEE, JAMES D.

RENEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-1005 06

COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD [NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06

WHITE, EDWARD HIGGINS, II

SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR HISTORIC LINK-UP [NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06

WHITEHEAD, ROBERT E.

HARRIS NAMED DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER (AERONAUTICS) [NASA RELEASE-95-58] P95-10058 06

SCHUMACHER APPOINTED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS [NASA RELEASE-95-102] P95-10102 06

WHITSON, P.

U. S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

WIEBEN, DARRELL J.

NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06

WIESENMANN, WILLIAM

DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACELIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-71] P95-10071 06

WILCUTT, TERENCE W.

CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS [NASA RELEASE-95-50] P95-10050 06

WILLIAMS, COLIN

NASA-C-130 AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE FIRES [NASA RELEASE-95-116] P95-10116 06

WILLIAMS, DAFYDD RHYS

TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995 ASTRONAUT CLASS [NASA RELEASE-95-53] P95-10003 06

WILLIAMS, DONALD E.

GALAXY'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN [NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06

WILLIAMS, WALTER C.

NASA PIONEER WALTER C. WILLIAMS DIES [NASA RELEASE-95-179] P95-10179 06

WINDHORST, ROGIER

HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE "FAINT BLUE GALAXY" MYSTERY [NASA RELEASE-95-120] P95-10120 06

WIRTH, FRED

PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC CAREER [NASA RELEASE-95-163] P95-10163 06

WITHROWS, GEORGE

TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06

WOLF, DAVID A.

COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD [NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06

WOLGEMUTH, DEBRA

DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACELIGHT [NASA RELEASE-95-71] P95-10071 06

WOLSKY, ZEBRA

ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON STS-67 MISSION [NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06

YAMARONE, CHARLES

TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISSION [NASA RELEASE-95-146] P95-10146 06

YATES, R.

U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE [NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06

YEAGER, CHARLES E.

NASA PIONEER WALTER C. WILLIAMS DIES [NASA RELEASE-95-179] P95-10179 06

YELLE, ROGER

NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER [NASA RELEASE-95-189] P95-10189 06

YOST, TOM

NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE [NASA RELEASE-95-37] P95-10037 06

ZIMMERMAN, ROBERT

RENEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995 [NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06

YOUNG, RICHARD E.

GALAXY'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN [NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06

ZIMMERMAN, ROBERT

NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT SURFACE OF VESTA [NASA RELEASE-95-52] P95-10052 06

ZELLNER, BEN

NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM RESTRUCTURING EFFORT [NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06

ZEBIAK, STEPHEN

SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED A YEAR IN ADVANCE [NASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10159 06

ZELLEKIN, HEIDI A.

STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06

ZIMMERMAN, ROBERT
This index correlates each news release number with its corresponding accession number. Following the accession number is a two-digit number (06) identifying the index section where a more detailed citation appears. NASA release numbers that were assigned but not used in this index have been omitted from this listing.

### Typical News Release Number Index Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NASA RELEASE NUMBER</th>
<th>ACCESSION NUMBER</th>
<th>REFERENCE SECTION NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-55</td>
<td>P95-10056</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-56</td>
<td>P95-10056</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-57</td>
<td>P95-10057</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-58</td>
<td>P95-10058</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-59</td>
<td>P95-10059</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-60</td>
<td>P95-10060</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-61</td>
<td>P95-10061</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-62</td>
<td>P95-10062</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-63</td>
<td>P95-10063</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-64</td>
<td>P95-10064</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-65</td>
<td>P95-10065</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-66</td>
<td>P95-10066</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-67</td>
<td>P95-10067</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-68</td>
<td>P95-10068</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-69</td>
<td>P95-10069</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-70</td>
<td>P95-10070</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-71</td>
<td>P95-10071</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-72</td>
<td>P95-10072</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-73</td>
<td>P95-10073</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-74</td>
<td>P95-10074</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-75</td>
<td>P95-10075</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-76</td>
<td>P95-10076</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-77</td>
<td>P95-10077</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-78</td>
<td>P95-10078</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-79</td>
<td>P95-10079</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-80</td>
<td>P95-10080</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-81</td>
<td>P95-10081</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-82</td>
<td>P95-10082</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-83</td>
<td>P95-10083</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-84</td>
<td>P95-10084</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-85</td>
<td>P95-10085</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-86</td>
<td>P95-10086</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-87</td>
<td>P95-10087</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-88</td>
<td>P95-10088</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-89</td>
<td>P95-10089</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-90</td>
<td>P95-10090</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-91</td>
<td>P95-10091</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-92</td>
<td>P95-10092</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-93</td>
<td>P95-10093</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-94</td>
<td>P95-10094</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-95</td>
<td>P95-10095</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-96</td>
<td>P95-10096</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-97</td>
<td>P95-10097</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-98</td>
<td>P95-10098</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-99</td>
<td>P95-10099</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-100</td>
<td>P95-10100</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-101</td>
<td>P95-10101</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-102</td>
<td>P95-10102</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-103</td>
<td>P95-10103</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-104</td>
<td>P95-10104</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-105</td>
<td>P95-10105</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-106</td>
<td>P95-10106</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-107</td>
<td>P95-10107</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-108</td>
<td>P95-10108</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-109</td>
<td>P95-10109</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-110</td>
<td>P95-10110</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-111</td>
<td>P95-10111</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-112</td>
<td>P95-10112</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-113</td>
<td>P95-10113</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-114</td>
<td>P95-10114</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-115</td>
<td>P95-10115</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-116</td>
<td>P95-10116</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-117</td>
<td>P95-10117</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-118</td>
<td>P95-10118</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-119</td>
<td>P95-10119</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-120</td>
<td>P95-10120</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-121</td>
<td>P95-10121</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-122</td>
<td>P95-10122</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-123</td>
<td>P95-10123</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-124</td>
<td>P95-10124</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-125</td>
<td>P95-10125</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-126</td>
<td>P95-10126</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-127</td>
<td>P95-10127</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-128</td>
<td>P95-10128</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-129</td>
<td>P95-10129</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-130</td>
<td>P95-10130</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-131</td>
<td>P95-10131</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-132</td>
<td>P95-10132</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-133</td>
<td>P95-10133</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-134</td>
<td>P95-10134</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-135</td>
<td>P95-10135</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-136</td>
<td>P95-10136</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-137</td>
<td>P95-10137</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-138</td>
<td>P95-10138</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Typical Accession Number Index Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCESSION NUMBER</th>
<th>REFERENCE SECTION NUMBER</th>
<th>NEWS RELEASE NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P95-1000</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This index correlates each accession number with its corresponding news release number, if assigned. The accession number is followed by a two-digit number (06) identifying the index section where a more detailed citation appears. The statement NO REPORT NUMBER appears for unnumbered news releases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCESSION NUMBER</th>
<th>REFERENCE SECTION NUMBER</th>
<th>NEWS RELEASE NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P95-10001</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10002</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10003</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10004</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10005</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10006</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10007</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10008</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10009</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10010</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10011</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10012</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10013</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10014</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10015</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10016</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10017</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10018</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10019</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10020</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10021</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10022</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10023</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-23</td>
</tr>
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<td>P95-10024</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-24</td>
</tr>
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<td>P95-10025</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10026</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10027</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10028</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10029</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10030</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10031</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10032</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10033</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10034</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10035</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10036</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10037</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10038</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10039</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10040</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10041</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10042</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10043</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10044</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10045</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10046</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10047</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10048</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10049</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10050</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10051</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10052</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10053</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>NASA RELEASE-95-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95-10054</td>
<td>06</td>
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**P95-10001**
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
12 JAN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-1

**P95-10002**
NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
13 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-2

**P95-10003**
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995 ASTRONAUT CLASS
13 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-3

**P95-10004**
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF X-32
10 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-4

**P95-10005**
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
FEB. 1995 6p NASA RELEASE-95-5

**P95-10006**
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE FACT FOR CLEAR LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
20 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-6

**P95-10007**
TOPKAPIS/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EN NINO IS BACK AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
24 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-7

**P95-10008**
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT TEST BED
26 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-8

**P95-10009**
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED SATELLITE MISSION
27 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-9

**P95-10010**
NASA’S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
30 JAN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-10

**P95-10011**

**P95-10012**
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN CAMBODIA
7 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-12

**P95-10013**
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
8 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-13

**P95-10014**
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER EXPLORING VOLCANO
9 FEB. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-14

**P95-10015**
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-87
15 FEB. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-15

**P95-10016**
NASA AWARDS $481.6 MILLION CONTRACT TO HUGHES
23 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-16

**P95-10017**
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON JUPITER’S MOON EUROPA
23 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-17

**P95-10018**
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON SLS-67 MISSION
MAR. 1995 5p NASA RELEASE-95-18

**P95-10019**
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
28 FEB. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-19

**P95-10020**
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL INSTRUMENT
28 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-20

**P95-10021**
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN EARTH SCIENCES
1 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-21

**P95-10022**
MOBLEY NAMED NASA CHIEF ENGINEER
8 MAR. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-22

**P95-10023**
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
8 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-23

**P95-10024**
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE ASTROSOCE MISSION
10 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-24

**P95-10025**
ASTROSPACER BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA
10 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-25

**P95-10026**
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST APPROACH TO SUN
10 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-26

**P95-10027**
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES FINAL REPORT
15 MAR. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-27

**P95-10028**
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS RELEASED
16 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-28

**P95-10029**
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER’S DIRECTOR TO LEAVE NASA
20 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-29

**P95-10030**
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD MARS ‘98 SPACECRAFT
20 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-30

**P95-10031**
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING PLANETS
21 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-31

**P95-10032**
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR FLIGHT
21 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-32

**P95-10033**
NASA’S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS LESS, FLIES EARLIER
21 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-33

**P95-10034**
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO JUPITER
22 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-34

**P95-10035**
NOAA-14 INVESTIGATIVE BOARD FORMED TO STUDY ANOMALY
24 MAR. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-35

**P95-10036**
ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIED SIGNAL TECHNICAL SERVICES
27 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-36

**P95-10037**
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
28 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-37

**P95-10038**
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
29 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-38

**P95-10039**
LUIGI PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY, LINenger SELECTED FOR THIRD
30 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-39

**P95-10040**
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
30 MAR. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-40

**P95-10041**
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT HALOS
31 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-41

**P95-10042**
JOSEPH H. ROTHENBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
3 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-42

**P95-10043**
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE QUESTION
4 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-43

**P95-10044**
NASA SELECTS EET FOR ORBITAL RECOVERY EXPERIMENTS
6 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-44
P95-10045
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
6 APR 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-45

P95-10046
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH GRANTS
11 APR. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-46

P95-10047
NASA PRESENTS LOW AWARD TO UNISYS SPACE SYSTEMS
11 APR 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-47

P95-10048
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
12 APR. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-48

P95-10049
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
12 APR. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-49

P95-10050
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH SHUTTLE MISSIONS
14 APR 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-50

P95-10051
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN AGREEMENT
19 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-51

P95-10052
NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT SURFACE OF VESTA
19 APR 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-52

P95-10053
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON NEPTUNE
19 APR 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-53

P95-10054
THE PERSPECTIVE FROM SPACE IS CRITICAL TO EARTH STUDIES, GOLDIN SAYS
21 APR 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-54

P95-10055
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE BASED ON SPECTR LAUNCH DATE
21 APR 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-55

P95-10056
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUBBLE LAUNCH OBSERVED TODAY
24 APR 1995 7p NASA RELEASE-95-56

P95-10057
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE STATION
26 APR 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-57

P95-10058
HARRIS NAMED DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER (AERONAUTICS)
28 APR 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-58

P95-10059
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
2 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-59

P95-10060
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
2 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-60

P95-10061
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
3 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-61

P95-10062
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION AGREEMENT
5 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-62

P95-10063
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
8 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-63

P95-10064
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE COMPETITIONS
10 MAY 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-64

P95-10065
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS AFFECT BID RISKS
11 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-65

P95-10066
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT NEW AIRPORT
12 MAY 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-66

P95-10067
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR CLIMATE STUDIES
12 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-67

P95-10068
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD LAUNCHED BY NASA
15 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-68

P95-10069
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST NOZZLE
16 MAY 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-69

P95-10070
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
16 MAY 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-70

P95-10071
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT
JUN. 1995 45p NASA RELEASE-95-71

P95-10072
SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU DON'T
18 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-72

P95-10073
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT NASA
19 MAY 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-73

P95-10074
NASA TAKES ACTION TO IMPROVE SAFETY IN HUMAN RESEARCH
19 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-74

P95-10075
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR HYDROGEN-BOMB
22 MAY 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-75

P95-10076
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH HUMAN SPACE MISSION
26 MAY 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-76

P95-10077
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR HISTORIC LINK-UP
JUN. 1995 50p NASA RELEASE-95-77

P95-10078
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY RESEARCH CENTERS
30 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-78

P95-10079
NASA ROLLS OUT NEWEST AIRBORNE RESEARCH FACILITY
31 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-79

P96-10080
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO LAUNCH SITE
31 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-80

P96-10081
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE SERVICING MISSION
31 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-81

P96-10082
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY SATELLITE PROGRAM
1 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-82

P96-10083
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A STELLAR BIRTH
6 JUN 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-83

P95-10084
SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER Storms OUTSIDE U.S. FOR FIRST TIME
7 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-84

P95-10085
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM
7 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-85

P95-10086
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
8 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-86

P95-10087
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
12 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-87

P95-10088
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
14 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-88

P96-10089
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
9 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-89

P95-10090
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77 ABANDON ENDANGER
13 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-90

P95-10091
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH
13 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-91

P95-10092
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON GAO REPORT
13 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-92

P95-10093
NEW ORBITAL DEBRIS STUDY RELEASED
14 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-93

P95-10094
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF ENGINEERING MILESTONES
14 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-94

P95-10095
NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-71 MISSION
16 JUN. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-95

P95-10096
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
19 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-96

P95-10097
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
19 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-97

P96-10098
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE SIZE OF A CHIP
20 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-98

P95-10099
NASA RELEASES GOLDIN'S STATEMENT ON REDUCTIONS
20 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-99

P96-10100
NASA SELECTS NEW MILLENNIUM PROGRAM PARTNERS
21 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-100

P95-10101
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS LAUNCH VEHICLE
23 JUN. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-96-101

P95-10102
SCHUMACHER, WHITEHEAD APPOINTED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS
26 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-102

P95-10103
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I SELECTIONS
29 JUN. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-103

NEWS RELEASES
NEWS RELEASES

24 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-122

NASA RELEASE-95-121

21 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-119

18 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-118

15 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-117

12 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-115

9 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-114

6 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-113

3 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-112

2 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-111

26 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-105

23 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-104

19 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-103

16 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-102

13 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-101

10 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-100

7 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-99

4 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-98

1 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-97

29 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-96

25 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-95

22 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-94

18 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-93

15 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-92

12 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-91

9 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-90

6 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-89

3 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-88

30 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-87

27 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-86

24 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-85

21 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-84

18 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-83

15 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-82

12 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-81

9 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-80

6 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-79

3 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-78

31 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-77

28 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-76

25 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-75

22 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-74

19 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-73

16 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-72

13 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-71

10 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-70

7 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-69

4 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-68

1 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-67

29 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-66

26 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-65

23 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-64

20 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-63

17 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-62

14 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-61

11 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-60

8 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-59

5 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-58

2 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-57

29 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-56

26 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-55

23 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-54

20 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-53

17 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-52

14 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-51

11 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-50

8 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-49

5 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-48

2 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-47

29 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-46

26 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-45

23 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-44

20 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-43

17 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-42

14 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-41

11 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-40

8 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-39

5 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-38

2 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-37

29 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-36

26 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-35

23 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-34

20 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-33

17 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-32

14 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-31

11 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-30

8 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-29

5 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-28

2 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-27

29 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-26

26 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-25

23 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-24

20 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-23

17 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-22

14 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-21

11 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-20

8 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-19

5 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-18

2 OCT. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-17

29 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-16

26 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-15

23 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-14

20 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-13

17 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-12

14 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-11

11 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-10

8 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-9

5 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-8

2 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-7

29 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-6

26 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-5

23 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-4

20 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-3

17 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-2

14 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-1

11 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-95-0
P95-10163
Pioneer 11 to End Operations After Epic Career
29 Sep. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-163

P95-10164
Spartan 201 Successfully Accomplishes Mission
29 Sep. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-164

P95-10165
"World-Class" Advanced Space Concepts Solicited
29 Sep. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-165

P95-10166
Astronaut Charles Lacy Veach Dies
3 Oct. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-166

P95-10167
New Research Announcement Process Will Save Thousands of Dollars
3 Oct. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-167

P95-10168
NASA Scientists Go "Online From Jupiter"

P95-10169
Educational Broadcasts Let Students Fly High

P95-10170
IUE Operations Transferred to Europe, Ending an Era
5 Oct. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-170

P95-10171
Tottori Is One of the Strongest Objects in the Solar System
5 Oct. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-171

P95-10172
Saturn Moon Mystery Continues: Could Hubble Have Discovered Shattered Satellites?
5 Oct. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-172

P95-10173
Commander, Pilot Round Out STS-78 Crew
6 Oct. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-173

P95-10174
NASA Selects Phase II Small Business Projects

P95-10175
NASA Flight Testing Begins For F-18 Nose Strakes
10 Oct. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-175

P95-10176
Supersonic Aircraft Exhaust Measurements to Help Future Ozone Aircraft Studies

P95-10177
Goldin to Kick Off "Tech 2005" Conference in Chicago
11 Oct. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-177

P95-10178
Hubble Sees Material Ejected From Comet Hale Bopp

P95-10179
NASA Pioneer Walter C. Williams Dies

P95-10180
NASA/Air Force Sign Cost-Saving Support Services Agreement

P95-10181
Students Prepare New Kidsat Payload to Fly on Space Shuttle

P95-10182
Galileo Spacecraft Anomaly Being Investigated
12 Oct. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-182

PS9-10183
NASA Announces 1995 SBIR Phase I Selections

PS9-10184
NASA Flights Will Test Breakthrough Airplane Concept

PS9-10185
First "Snapshot" Taken of Shape of Interplanetary Magnetic Field

PS9-10186
NASA Helps Louisiana Company Recycle Tires for Other Uses

PS9-10187
NASA Rockets to Be Launched in Australian Outback

PS9-10188
Galileo Spacecraft Tape Recorder to Be Tested
20 Oct. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-188

PS9-10189
NASA and CNES Select Science Investigations for Comet Lander

PS9-10190
Embryonic Stars Emerge from Interstellar Eggs
2 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-190

PS9-10191
Astronaut Lawrence to Remain in United States
24 Oct. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-191

PS9-10192
U.S. Shuttle Atlantis and Russian Space Station Mir Set for Second Meeting in Space
25 Nov. 1995 5p NASA RELEASE-95-192

PS9-10193
Galileo on Track After Tape Recorder Recovery

PS9-10194
Historic NASA Wind Tunnel Is Retired

PS9-10195
Revolutionary New Miniature Sensor System Developed

PS9-10196
Science Instruments Selected For 1998 Mars Missions

PS9-10197
Tests May Provide Insight on Severe Weather Effects on Aircraft
1 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-197

PS9-10198
NASA/FAA Testing New Air Traffic Control Tools at Denver Airport
2 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-198

PS9-10199
NASA Announces 1994 Phase II Research Proposal Selections
3 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-199

PS9-10200
NASA Begins Series of Live Education Telecasts
3 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-200

PS9-10201
From Ancient Earth to Modern Floods, Space Radar Findings Offer New Insights on the Changing Face of Our Home Planet
6 Nov. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-201

PS9-10202
Space Disturbance Detected by NASA Satellite Before Reaching Earth
6 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-202

PS9-10203
Ice Cause of X-31 Crash
7 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-203

PS9-10204
SurfSat Successfully Launched into Space
7 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-204

PS9-10205
NASA to Pursue Non-Competitive Shuttle Contract with U.S. Alliance
7 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-205

PS9-10206
NASA Seeks FUSE Mission for Development
13 Nov. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-206

PS9-10207
Galileo's Mission at Jupiter Poised to Begin
13 Nov. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-207

PS9-10208
Cosmic Ray Mystery May Be Solved
21 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-208

PS9-10209
Comet Sample Return Mission Picked As Next Discovery Flight
22 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-209

PS9-10210
NASA Awards Life and Biomedical Sciences Research Grants
26 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-210

PS9-10211
NASA Scientists Gain Insight Into Deadly Disease
26 Nov. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-211

PS9-10212
Astronomers Announce First Clear Evidence of a Brown Dwarf
29 Nov. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-212

PS9-10213
Yvonne Freeman Appointed Provost of Clark Atlanta University
29 Nov. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-213

PS9-10214
NASA Announces 1994 STR Phase II Selections

PS9-10215
Galileo Crosses Boundary Into Jupiter's Environment

PS9-10216
Hubble Finds New Black Hole and Unexpected Mysteries
4 Dec. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-216

PS9-10217
Retrieval of Two Research Satellites, Two Spacewalks Highlight NASA's First Shuttle Mission of 1996

PS9-10218
New Device Removes Deadly Carbon Monoxide
15 Dec. 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-218

PS9-10219
33 Draft Cooperative Agreement Notice Issued
NASA CASI Price Code Table
(Effective July 1, 1996)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASI PRICE CODE</th>
<th>NORTH AMERICAN PRICE</th>
<th>FOREIGN PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>$ 6.50</td>
<td>$ 13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A02</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A03</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A04-A05</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>43.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A06</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A07</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>56.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A08</td>
<td>31.00</td>
<td>62.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A09</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>76.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>82.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>88.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13</td>
<td>47.00</td>
<td>94.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14-A17</td>
<td>49.00</td>
<td>98.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A18-A21</td>
<td>57.00</td>
<td>114.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-A25</td>
<td>67.00</td>
<td>134.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A99</td>
<td>Call For Price</td>
<td>Call For Price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Important Notice
The $1.50 domestic and $9.00 foreign shipping and handling fee currently being charged will remain the same. Foreign airmail is $27.00 for the first 1-3 items, $9.00 for each additional item. Additionally, a new processing fee of $2.00 per each video ordered will be assessed.

For users registered at the NASA CASI, document orders may be invoiced at the end of the month, charged against a deposit account, or paid by check or credit card. NASA CASI accepts American Express, Diners’ Club, MasterCard, and VISA credit cards. There are no shipping and handling charges. To register at the NASA CASI, please request a registration form through the NASA Access Help Desk at the numbers or addresses below.

Return Policy
The NASA Center for AeroSpace Information will gladly replace or make full refund on items you have requested if we have made an error in your order, if the item is defective, or if it was received in damaged condition and you contact us within 30 days of your original request. Just contact our NASA Access Help Desk at the numbers or addresses listed below.

NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934
E-mail: help@sti.nasa.gov
Fax: (301) 621-0134
Phone: (301) 621-0390
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